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Editor’s introduction

This is the companion volume to another collection of Nick Wolterstorﬀ’s
papers, Inquiring about God: Selected Essays Volume I, also published by
Cambridge University Press (2009). As with Inquiring about God, Nick
and I had many essays to choose from when assembling the present volume, indeed, over forty-ﬁve years’ worth of them! In choosing the essays
for this volume, we have employed the same principle of selection used
with its companion: include only those essays that have minimal overlap
with each other and with the content of the various books that Nick has
published. There are, however, two diﬀerences between this volume and
Inquiring about God worth noting.
First, most of the essays in Inquiring about God saw only light revisions.
While all of the essays included in this collection have also been revised,
some essays, such as “Ought to believe – two concepts,” “Religious epistemology,” and “Once again, evidentialism – this time social” have been
either revised or amended substantially. Second, this volume includes ﬁve
essays that were previously unpublished and represent Nick’s latest views
on the topics they cover. Chapter 1, “The world ready-made,” is a revised
version of one of Nick’s Giﬀord Lectures, delivered in St. Andrews during
the spring of 1995. Chapter 2, “Does the role of concepts make experiential access to ready-made reality impossible?” is a revised version of a
paper Nick delivered at a conference on realism and anti-realism hosted
by William Alston at Calvin College in the spring of 2000. (These papers
are better characterized as papers in metaphysics and philosophy of mind,
broadly speaking. Still, as Nick notes in his introduction, his aim has
been to develop a position that is a combination of metaphysical realism and non-classical foundationalism. These essays give the reader a
fuller picture of that view.) Chapters 4 and 11, “Entitlement to believe
and practices of inquiry” and “On being entitled to beliefs about God,”
are also revised versions of parts of Nick’s 1995 Giﬀord Lectures. When
combined with Alvin Plantinga’s work on warrant and William Alston’s
vii
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Editor’s introduction

work on justiﬁcation and perception of God, they provide the most complete picture of so-called Reformed epistemology to date. Finally, chapter 13, “Are religious believers committed to the existence of God?” is a
condensed and revised version of the Tate-Willson lectures Nick delivered on Wittgensteinian ﬁdeism and Reformed epistemology at Southern
Methodist University in 1991.
When viewed together, the essays in this book fall into three parts. The
ﬁrst part (chapters 1 through 5) is dedicated to systematic issues in epistemology, especially gaining a better picture of that epistemic merit that
Nick calls entitlement. The second part (chapters 6 through 13) treats matters in the epistemology of religious belief. The third and shortest section
is historical, being concerned to elucidate aspects of Thomas Reid’s views
on common sense and perception. Finally, we have included a postscript,
“A life in philosophy,” which Nick delivered as the ﬁrst Dewey Lecture at
the American Philosophical Association in 2006.
For their help, especially with knocking into shape some of the computer-scanned versions of the essays included here, I wish to thank the
following people: Dan Christian, Sean Christy, Donna Kruithof, Klaas
Wolterstorﬀ, and Nancy Zylstra. Jim Bratt at the Calvin Center for
Christian Scholarship was kind enough to provide a summer stipend to
help defray costs associated with producing this book. Finally, thanks go
to Nick himself. It has been a great pleasure to work together and especially to see the unpublished work included here ﬁnally see daylight.
TDC
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